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Abstract
The logic of ACL2 is descended from λ-calculus via Common LISP. It
is well-known that this logic is sucient to reason about arbitrary computations. However, λ-calculus is not today's dominant programming
paradigm. To reason about today's programs, as opposed to today's computations, we need a logic that supports modern programming practices.
In this paper, we present an approach that allows ACL2 to support polymorphism, a cornerstone of object-oriented programming. We will also
show how polymorphism provides a convenient alternative to encapsulate
for reasoning about classes of functions. At present, the solution is based
on a translator which replaces ACL2 proof scripts including polymorphism
with regular ACL2 proof scripts. In the future, we plan a version of ACL2
that supports polymorphism directly.
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Introduction

ACL2 is an industrial-strength theorem prover [6]. Based on Nqthm [2], also
known as the Boyer-Moore theorem prover, ACL2 allows the user to dene
programs in the purely functional or applicative subset of Common Lisp and
to prove theorems about such programs. This approach has yielded impressive
results. ACL2 has been used to verify aspects of commercial microprocessors,
oating-point arithmetic units, program translators (compilers), and programs
in a Java-like virtual machine [9, 8, 5]. A distinct advantage of ACL2 is that
programs written in ACL2 can be executed directly.

A consequence is that

a processor model written in ACL2 is not just a mathematical object whose
properties can be veried formally; such a model is also an executable simulator
of the processor, which can be used, for example, in a traditional testing scenario.
It is hard to argue with success. ACL2 is a proven tool in the application
of formal methods to both hardware and software verication, so why should
we modify it to support polymorphism? The class of programs expressible in
ACL2 is purely functional. While this class of programs has proven sucient
to reason about microprocessor and hardware design, much of current software
follows the object-oriented model.

As it stands, it is not possible to reason

about an object-oriented program directly in ACL2.
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There are two aspects to object-oriented programming that do not t well
with ACL2's functional style.
around state.

First, the object-oriented paradigm revolves

Each object contains some state, and its state changes as the

object responds to messages or methods. Second, dierent objects may behave
dierently when responding to the same message. This dierence in behavior is
referred to as polymorphism. Informally, we say that objects encapsulate both
state and behavior.
A logic of object-oriented programs needs to support both of these notions:
state and polymorphism. We will show how ACL2's stobjs can be used to hold
the state of an object-oriented program.
on an approach to polymorphism.

at any given time

In this paper, we will concentrate

The basic idea is that,

,

each message or method can be thought of as a simple function whose behavior
depends on the type of its arguments. As new types or classes are introduced,
it becomes necessary to modify the denition of this simple function, and the
modications are always of a simple form. Each time a new class is added, we
must extend the prior denitions by adding a case corresponding to the new
class.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we will
examine how CLOS incorporates polymorphism into Common LISP and discuss
why we can not take a similar approach in ACL2. Our extensions to the ACL2
language are described in section 3, and section 4 discusses why these extensions
are sound relative to ACL2. The basic soundness argument uses a translator
that translates ACL2 with polymorphism into traditional ACL2. In section 5 we
describe a translator we are using currently to experiment with polymorphism
in ACL2.

In section 6, we give an example of polymorphism in ACL2.

We

will pay special attention to the way in which polymorphism can be viewed as
an executable alternative to

encapsulate.

We present conclusions and future

directions in section 7.
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Polymorphism in CLOS

It is an explicit goal of ACL2 to retain the syntax and semantics of the applicative subset of Common LISP. It makes sense, therefore, to look at Common
LISP's object system (CLOS) to see how it handles polymorphism, and possibly to adopt CLOS directly on ACL2. However, CLOS does not provide a good
avenue for polymorphism in ACL2.
The reason is that the semantics of CLOS are inconsistent with classical logic.

previously dened

In particular, the semantics of CLOS is non-monotonic; as more functions are
dened, the value of

expressions changes. This is completely

inconsistent with the semantics of ACL2 (not to mention good programming
sense).
To illustrate the point, consider the following example. There are two classes
in the hierarchy,

super

and

sub,

and

sub

(defclass super nil)
(defclass sub (super))
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is a subclass of

super:

We now dene the method

size

super

of

as follows:

(defmethod size ((super s))
0)
Now consider the following expression:

(size (make-instance sub))
Since the method

size has not been dened for the class sub at this point, this
super. This is, after

expression uses the method dened for the parent class,

all, the whole point of inheritance. In a hypothetical ACL2+CLOS system, we
would now be able to prove the following theorem:

(defthm size-sub
(implies (subp s)
(equal (size s) 0)))
However, suppose we proceed by dening the

size

method for the subclass:

(defmethod size ((sub s))
1)
(size (make-instance sub))
size-sub has become false.

Suddenly,
orem

is equal to 1 instead of 0, so the the-

The problem, of course, is that CLOS allows the denition of a new type
to be spread out throughout the program. When the type
behavior is not fully specied. Expressions involving

sub

the default behavior (i.e., that provided by inheritance).
changes as more details of

sub

sub

is dened, its

at this point will use
But this behavior

are provided, i.e. by overriding methods. What

we need is a way to dene the entire behavior of a new type atomically, as is
provided by the

class

primitive of other object-oriented languages.

We give

such a proposal in the next section.
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Adding Polymorphism to ACL2
defclass event, which is similar in
encapsulate, it contains embedded events,

We introduce classes into ACL2 using the
many ways to

encapsulate.

Like

such as the denition of the methods of the class.

It may also contain theo-

rems that serve as constraints on future subclasses of the class. Syntactically,

defclass

looks as follows:

(defclass classname superclass
state
methods
constraints )
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classname
superclass
The

superclass
nil
state

and

are identiers naming the new class and its par-

ent class, respectively. If the new class does not inherit from any other class,
will be

the same notation as

. The

defstobj.

methods

species the state held by the object, using
The

specify the behavior of the ob-

jects in the class. Each method is dened in a

defun

defmethod

event, similar to a

constraints

event, but with the restriction that the rst argument of the function

must be an object of the given class (or one of its subclasses). The

are theorems that serve to limit future subclasses. For example, a constraint of

a shape class might be that the area method
encapsulate, the constraint must be satised

return a positive real. As with
by the current denition of the

class. It must also be satised every time a new subclass is introduced. In the
language of ACL2, classes are inherently constrained, and subclasses must be
functional instances of their superclass.

3.1

Object State

There are two dierent entities that we must include in our model to support
object-oriented programs: objects and references. Objects contain state information, while references point to objects. It is possible for more than one reference to point to the same object. This is consistent with most formalizations
of object-oriented programs [1, 3, 4].
We store objects in a global registry, implemented as a stobj. Our current
approach is to encode all the state for an object into a single ACL2 object,
i.e., a list. The structure of this object is given by the state declaration of the

defclass, which uses the same syntax as defstobj.

The ACL2 object is placed

in the registry, which is an array of cells.
References are essentially indices into the global registry. We have found it
convenient to implement references as pairs that also include the type of the
object, although this is not necessary.
References correspond to objects in typical object-oriented programs.

reference

example, when a Java program creates a new object with
is a

For

new, the value returned

; the object itself is somewhere in main memory, and its precise

location is of no relevance to a Java program.
It should be noted that references in a polymorphic ACL2 are rst-class
ACL2 objects, not subject to the draconian restrictions placed on stobjs.
What this means is that it is possible to place references in other ACL2 objects, e.g., lists. It is also possible to place a reference inside an object, which is
necessary to implement object-oriented data structures. Of course, this is only
possible because we use a global stobj to hold all object state.

3.2

Object Behavior

The behavior of objects is dened by both the methods and constraints included
in the class. The methods dene the behavior of objects of this specic class. It is
assumed that objects of a subclass may implement dierent behavior. However,
both the current class and all subclasses must abide by the given constraints.
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To make this explicit, consider the following example:

(defclass measurable nil
((v :type integer :initially 0))
(defmethod measure (x memory)
(let ((xval (measurable..v x memory)))
(if (< xval 0)
(- xval)
xval)))
(defthm measure-is-non-negative-real
(implies (measurable-p x)
(and (realp (measure x memory))
(<= 0 (measure x memory)))))
...)
measurable and a method measure. Notice that
measure accepts two arguments. The rst argument, x, must belong to the class
measurable or one of its subclasses. It is the object receiving the message. The
last argument, memory, is the stobj representing the global object state.
The function measurable..v is generated automatically by defclass. It is
an accessor to the instance variable v of this class. When its argument is not a
reference to a measurable object, measurable..v returns a default value (e.g.,
through a completion axiom). The eect of the defmethod event is to add the

This introduces a class called

following denitional axiom to the ACL2 theory:


measure(x) =
where

v(x)

−v(x),
v(x),

if
if

x
x

is a strict measurable and
is a strict measurable and

v(x) < 0
v(x) 6< 0

x.
measure unless its
including any subclasses of measurable.
satisfy measurable-p, which includes all

denotes the current value of the real number in the object

Notice in particular that nothing is said of the behavior of
argument is of type

measurable,

not

We dierentiate between objects that

objects of type measurable and any of its subclasses, and those which satisfy
strict-measurable-p, which includes all objects of type measurable but not
one of its subclasses. After this event, the following theorem will be valid:

(defthm strict-measurable-measure
(implies (strict-measurable-p x)
(or (equal (measure x memory)
(measurable..v x memory))
(equal (measure x memory)
(- (measurable..v x memory))))))
However, the following theorem will

not

be provable:

(defthm measurable-measure
(implies (measurable-p x)
(or (equal (measure x memory)
5

(measurable..v x))
(equal (measure x memory)
(- (measurable..v x))))))
The reason is that the behavior of

measure for measurable objects is not com-

pletely known; subclasses may override the default behavior.

This is where constraints come into play. The constraint measure-is-non-negative-real guarantees that measure always returns a non-negative real for
any measurable argument. Before the defclass event is admitted, these constraints are checked to make sure they work for the current class. In particular,
the following proof obligation is established:

(implies (or (strict-measurable-p x))
(implies (measurable-p x)
(and (realp (measure x memory))
(<= 0 (measure x memory)))))
As new subclasses are dened, these constraints are rearmed. For example,
consider the following subclass:

(defclass complex measurable
((a :type real :initially 0)
(b :type real :initially 0))
(defmethod measure (c memory)
(let ((x (complex..a c memory))
(y (complex..b c memory)))
(acl2-sqrt (+ (* x x) (* y y)))))
...)
Before this event is admitted, the following proof obligation needs to be established:

(implies (or (strict-measurable-p x)
(strict-complex-p x))
(implies (measurable-p x)
(and (realp (measure x memory))
(<= 0 (measure x memory)))))

known

In other words, whenever a new class is introduced, the proof obligations assert
that the constraints are satised by all

classes.

The constraints themselves are available to ACL2 as theorems. This is the
only way in which we can reason about methods for all instances of a class, not
just the strict instances. For example, the following theorem would be valid:

(defthm abs-of-measurable-measure
(implies (measurable-p x)
(equal (abs (measure x memory))
(measure x memory))))
6

Contrast this with the non-theorem

measurable-measure.

Because they allow us to reason about the behavior of all instances of a class,
constraints also impose a restriction on future subclasses. In this vein, they can
be viewed as an implementation of the design-by-contract paradigm popularized
by Eiel [7].
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Soundness

A feature of

defmethod is that it allows a subclass to override a method dened

in a parent class. That is, it allows the denitional axiom of a function symbol to
be modied. Since ACL2 does not support function redenition, this issue raises
some troubling soundness questions. We address these issues in this section.
Observe: we are not talking about arbitrary redenitions.

A better word

may be renement. What we are allowing is for a function to be dened by
cases, and we are not requiring that all cases be specied at once.
Consider a total function dened by cases:

f (x) =


f1 (x),



 f2 (x),





where the

Si

...,

x ∈ S1
x ∈ S2

if

x ∈ Sn

.
.
.

fn (x),

are mutually disjoint and exhaustive.

dened over the rst

S1 , S2 ,

if

if

Si ,

i

cases. Then

Fi

Let

corresponds with

but its behavior is undened for other

f

Fi

be the function

for arguments

x

in

x.

Thinking of denitions as introducing axioms, we have the following view.

f

The dening axiom for

is given by

f ≡ ∧ni=1 x ∈ Si ⇒ f (x) = fi (x).
Since the

Si

are mutually disjoint, this axiom is consistent (as long as the

valid functions). Since the

Si

fi

are

partition the universe, the axiom provides a total

f (x)
Fj :

denition  i.e., it tells us what the value of
The story is not much dierent for the

is for any

x.

Fj ≡ ∧ji=1 x ∈ Si ⇒ f (x) = fi (x).
This axiom is clearly consistent, since it is weaker than the dening axiom for

f . Moreover,
1 ≤ i ≤ n.

for

i ≤ j

we have that

Fj ⇒ Fi ,

in particular

f ⇒ Fi

for any

h = (e1 , e2 , . . . , em ), and suppose that
1 ≤ ii < i2 < . . . < in ≤ m so that eij = Fj for 1 ≤ j ≤ n and
none of the other ei events are partial denitions (i.e., all of the other events
0
are ACL2 events not involving polymorphism). Construct a new history h by
introducing the dening axiom for f immediately before ei1 and replacing the
eij dening axioms with the identical theorems (provable from the denition of
Now, consider an ACL2 event history

there are indices
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f ).

Notice that

h0

is a valid ACL2 history. In it, method denitions have been

replaced by theorems about an ideal function

f.

We dene the semantics of our

polymorphic extensions to ACL2 by this construction. I.e., polymorphic ACL2
programs can always be translated into regular ACL2 programs.
So as long as we require that there exist a real total function

f

that is being

dened by disjoint cases, the principle of redenition we utilize is sound.

In

a practical sense, the construction outlined above could be used to create the
new history

h0 ,

disabling the denition of

f

except in the proof of the

Fi

 we

use that approach in our translator, although we would like to see support for
polymorphism built into the theorem prover.
This construction depends on knowing the function

f

we are dening a priori,

or equivalently on knowing all subclasses that will ever be dened of a given
class. But what if we don't? Suppose we have to consider the history
knowledge of the function

h

are not exhaustive.

denition of

f

f.

Moreover, suppose the events

h0 as
nil for

We can still generate

by (arbitrarily) setting it to

in the cases covered by the

eij ,

and then introduce

eij

h without
f in

dening

follows: rst, complete the
any argument

f

before

ei1

x

that is not

as before.

h, the parallel construction of h0 may result
in dierent completions of f . Each history h may be justied by a dierent
function f , but notice that for soundness we only need to have
f that
satises the dening axioms. But we insist that f be constructed by considering
redenitions in h, whether or not they are visible at the end of h. That is,
we disallow defclass events inside local.
However, as we add new events to

some

all

To summarize the logical perspective of polymorphism: We introduce a new
logical notion, the denition of functions by mutually disjoint cases. We allow

current

the cases to be presented in dierent events in a history. The resulting history
violates the

rules for ACL2 histories. However, this history can be me-

chanically converted into a valid ACL2 history by collecting the denitions and
placing them at the beginning (possibly requiring the function to be completed
rst).

not changing

Hence this new principle is sound, since it can be viewed as nothing

more than syntactic sugar. What this means is that we are

the

semantics of ACL2 at all. We are merely introducing convenient syntax.
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The Translator

The translator parses an existing ACL2 le containing the denitions of a class
hierarchy and then writes a translation of that class hierarchy in traditional
ACL2 to a new le. The translator, written in ACL2, is largely experimental
in nature. Currently, the translator is far from a nished product. It was written simply to demonstrate that polymorphism may be expressed in traditional
ACL2 by employing stobjs to hold the state of an object-oriented program. The
current translator handles most aspects of ACL2 with polymorphism, though
some aspects are still handled manually. For instance, the translator operates on
a single le at a time, so it is not practical to write large polymorphic programs
in ACL2.
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Moreover, as part of removing polymorphism, the translator needs to collect

defmethod events dening a given method and combine their denition into
single function. However, it is possible for a defmethod to use a function (or

all
a

method) that is dened after the initial parent class is written.
it necessary to move not only the

defmethod

This makes

events, but also the intervening

denitions, and possibly some theorems to allow ACL2 to accept the denition
events. Although the translator does some of this automatically, it does not oer
a general solution. Instead, we often nd it necessary to modify the translated
les.
As it stands, the translator is comprised of approximately two thousand
lines of code.

The translator itself is comprised of seven modules and each

module handles a particular aspect of the translation. The seven modules are:
Preamble, Strict-p, Strict-object-p, Classrefs, Classobjs, Parentmethods, and
Childmethods.
Each module addresses some aspect of the translation by creating and then
writing to le the executable code associated with that aspect of the translation.
Preamble creates the translated le and writes the code that establishes the
global stobj (called

memory) that will hold our program state, as well as functions

to deal with the object lifecycle.

Strict-p writes the specic recognizers for

each of our hierarchical class references, i.e., the references to our class objects.
Strict-object-p writes the specic recognizers for each of our hierarchical class
objects.
class.

Classrefs writes the general recognizer for references to our parent

Classobjs writes the general recognizer for objects in our parent class.

This also writes the accessor methods for the class elds. Parentmethods writes
ACL2 denitions of those non-polymorphic methods specic to the parent class.
Childmethods writes ACL2 denitions of each method, both polymorphic and
non-polymorphic, specic to the child classes.
The translator is a work in progress. The exercise of creating a translator
has been valuable in helping us to identify and address those issues intrinsic to
the problem of reasoning about the object-oriented paradigm in ACL2.
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An Example

In this section we present a simple example that serves to illustrate most of the
relevant points. We will start with a class that describes objects that can be
compared:

(defclass comparable nil
((v :type integer :initially 0))
(defmethod lorder (x y memory)
(let ((xval (comparable..v x memory))
(yval (comparable..v y memory)))
(lexorder (cons (class-of x) xval)
(cons (class-of y) yval))))
(defthm lorder-boolean
(implies (and (comparable-p x) (comparable-p y))
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(booleanp (lorder x y memory))))
(defthm lorder-total
(implies (and (comparable-p x) (comparable-p y))
(or (lorder x y memory) (lorder y x memory)))
:rule-classes ...)
(defthm lorder-reflexive
(implies (comparable-p x)
(lorder x x memory)))
(defthm lorder-transitive
(implies (and (comparable-p x)
(comparable-p y)
(comparable-p z)
(lorder x y memory) (lorder y z memory))
(lorder x z memory))))
The

class-of

function returns the name of the class to which an object be-

longs. We use it in the comparison function to make sure the ordering dened
works well even when objects of dierent types are compared. Had we ignored
subclasses now, it may have become impossible to prove one or more of the

1

class constraints when making subclasses later . The subtlety of checking the
argument type when comparing objects will be familiar to Java programmers.
We can also create objects of the

comparable class with the comparable..new

function. This creates a default object, which can be modied with the method

comparable..update-v,

as in the following

mv-let

form:

(defun make-comparable (value memory)
(declare (xargs :stobjs (memory)))
(mv-let (obj memory)
(comparable..new memory)
(let ((memory (comparable..update-v obj value memory)))
(mv obj memory))))
We can dene functions that work on
certainly, to dene methods that do so.

comparable

objects.

It is possible,

But it can be convenient to dene

traditional ACL2 functions, as the following version of minimum:

(defun min-lorder (x y memory)
(declare (xargs :stobjs (memory)))
(if (lorder x y memory) x y))
Another obvious function would be

sort-lorder

which sorts lists of objects.

Note again that we have the choice of writing a container class and making

sort

a method of that class, or of using an ACL2 container, e.g., lists.
Naturally, we can prove theorems about functions operating on objects, such
as the following:

1 In fact, we had a simpler denition of lorder, which assumed the second argument was
of the same type as the rst, but we discovered that lorder-transitive became false when
we tried to introduce the ordered-pair subclass.
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(defthm min-lorder-associative
(implies (and (comparable-p x)
(comparable-p y)
(comparable-p z))
(equal (min-lorder (min-lorder x y memory)
z
memory)
(min-lorder x
(min-lorder y z memory)
memory))))
Similarly, we could prove that

sort-lorder

returns an ordered permutation of

its input.
It is worth noting again that the only reason these theorems are provable
is that they follow from the constraints on the
specic denition of
with

encapsulate,

lorder

comparable

with a few dierences.

The rst dierence is that methods are executable.
references to

class, not on the

for that class. This is very similar to the situation

comparable

objects, we can sort it with

most denitely not the case with

encapsulate,

If we have a list of

sort-lorder.

This is

since constrained functions in

ACL2 are not executable.
The second dierence is that functions operating on objects and theorems
about these functions naturally extend to subclasses, without the need to create specialized versions of these functions and reprove the theorems with a

:functional-instance

hint.

To see this, consider the following subclass:

(defclass ordered-pair comparable
((v2 :type integer :initially 0))
(defmethod lorder (x y memory)
(let ((x1 (ordered-pair..v x memory))
(x2 (ordered-pair..v2 x memory))
(y1 (ordered-pair..v y memory))
(y2 (ordered-pair..v2 y memory)))
(lexorder (list (class-of x) x1 x2)
(list (class-of y) y1 y2)))))
Recall that before this class denition is accepted, all constraints dened by the
parent (or any ancestor) class are veried.

In particular, the following proof

obligations are generated:

(implies (and (or (strict-comparable-p x)
(strict-ordered-pair-p x))
(or (strict-comparable-p y)
(strict-ordered-pair-p y)))
(booleanp (lorder x y memory)))
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(implies (and (or (strict-comparable-p x)
(strict-ordered-pair-p x))
(or (strict-comparable-p y)
(strict-ordered-pair-p y)))
(or (lorder x y memory) (lorder y x memory)))
(implies (or (strict-comparable-p x)
(strict-ordered-pair-p x))
(lorder x x memory))
(implies (and (or (strict-comparable-p x)
(strict-ordered-pair-p x))
(or (strict-comparable-p y)
(strict-ordered-pair-p y))
(or (strict-comparable-p z)
(strict-ordered-pair-p z))
(lorder x y memory) (lorder y z memory))
(lorder x z memory)))
min-lorder or
sort-lorder on arguments of type ordered-pair as well as comparable, without dening new functions. Moreover, the theorems about min-lorder and
sort-lorder remain valid, without the need to state explicitly that they hold
for objects of type ordered-pair.
Once the class is accepted, it is possible to use the function

In some ways, this makes polymorphism a more natural vehicle to reason
about classes of functions than

encapsulate.

The drawback, of course, is that

to use polymorphism requires dealing with the stobj

memory,

and using and

reasoning about stobjs is more complicated than using and reasoning about
regular ACL2 objects.
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Conclusion

Since the dominant programming paradigm of the day is object-oriented programming, we believe it is important that ACL2 support reasoning about objectoriented programs. We face two major challenges in doing so: Object-oriented
programs embody object state and behavior based on type. The rst issue can
be addressed with a global memory of objects, and ACL2 stobjs provide an
ecient mechanism for this. To support the dynamic binding of behavior based
on type requires us to address polymorphism.
We have seen how it is possible to provide support for polymorphism in
ACL2.

Our current implementation uses a translator which works with an

entire ACL2 proof script. In particular, it is impossible to build the translation
incrementally. In the future, we plan to add support for polymorphism directly
into ACL2.
An interesting aspect of polymorphism is that it can be seen as a replacement for

encapsulate.

In this view, it oers some advantages; in particular,
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it provides for executable constrained functions, and it does away with the
need to rebuild special denitions and theorems for each functional instance of
a constrained function. However, the major drawback is that our solution to
polymorphism requires using stobjs. While the syntactic restrictions on the use
of stobjs do not apply to our object references, we are still forced to use the
somewhat awkward stobj notation to refer to the global memory.
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